Targeting general courses taught in universities
Downes discusses the example of general courses taught in all universities, and how universities teaching similar courses can use learning objects. Distance learning universities in the Middle East can adopt this idea by unifying their efforts to teach the same course through the same technology. Unfortunately, distance learning universities and other institutions in the area offer different courses and are not always aware of the courses taught by others. Let us then share the same courses, work on generalizing them, and offer them in universities if possible. This will save time, effort and cost.
Using similar learning objects technology
Technology is costly in the Middle East; not every country in the area can afford expensive technology. Sharing technology between distance learning institutions can be a cost-effective way to respond to the increasing demand for learning 
Less Cost
Not all Middle East countries can afford new technologies, and each distance learning institution has to apply the technologies it can afford. In the meantime sharing technologies can minimize cost. Some rich Middle East countries can afford technology easily, as financial support is available, whereas in some other unlucky ones technology is hardly available. Sharing learning objects and other technologies among rich and poor countries would help distance learning institutions to fulfill needs. Costs of online learning may also vary from one country to another. Distance learning institutions in the Middle East have the same mission. But because their approaches and applications vary, it would be difficult for them to adopt the same policies, terminologies and learning objects.
Although some distance learning institutions are utilizing multimedia and learning objects to deliver web-based courses, many institutions are still dependant upon the older technologies and traditional ways of learning. Moving to new technologies for some institutions represents a formidable cost. I agree with Downes that through unification of their efforts to teach common courses, and share the same technology (including learning objects), costs can be minimized.
